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“Please, I’m Rodney McKay, difficult takes a few seconds. Impossible, a few minutes.”

“Ray, when someone asks you if you’re a God, you say YES!”

“I hate Illinois Nazis!”
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Most complex problems nowadays require an approach quite different from

the monolitic software that was popular in the early days of computing: a

modular approach tends to be the best one in scenarios where the problem

itself can be naturally divided in different parts. Developing several mod-

ules allows a more efficient distribution of tasks in all phases of software

development, as well as reusability of individual parts.

Obviously this comes at a price: all parts must work together in order to

behave as expected. Coordination is often obtained through communication,

which can be as simple as an electric pulse on a wire or more complex and

take the form of a structured message, depending on the level of complexity

required.

Agent oriented programming is a paradigm which was born to refine an-

other successful paradigm, Object oriented programming, and introduced the

concept of Agent, a software entity which was something like an object but

with a less passive role: agents are characterized by their own mental state

and have an own agenda which guides their actions1. Because of these traits

it is common to use pronouns such as “he” or “him” instead of “it” when

referring to agents, as if we were referring to a real person.

1For a more detailed overview on Agent Oriented Programming see section 3.1.
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10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

A Multi Agent System (MAS for short) is made of several agents work-

ing together to solve a problem; agents in a MAS coordinate their actions

exchanging messages.

1.1 Protocols specification

It should be clear that only a subset of all possible messages sequences makes

sense in a given scenario, take for example a simple one2 in which we have

three agents, a broker (b), a client (c) and a seller (s): the interaction

will always start with a message from s to b which will notify the broker

the intention of the seller to sell an item at a certain price. Then agent b

will propose the deal to agent c who will reply with a counter offer. This

exchange of messages between b and c will take place a number n ≥ 0 of

times (i.e. when b and c find an agreement on the price), after that b will

send a message to both c and s (not necessarily in this order) to inform them

that the parts have come to an agreement. In such a scenario it would make

no sense if, for example, the seller communicated directly with the buyer

since it has been decided that there must be an intermediary (the broker).

Another “wrong” sequence of messages would be the one where the buyer

doesn’t initially tell the broker the price of the item, or one where he tells

the price to the broker twice. All these sequences would not be compliant

with the protocol described above. There are several ways to represent a

protocol in a formal way: the UML [15] modeling language has several kinds

of diagrams suitable for such a description, like state machines and sequence

diagrams. Figure 1.1 for instance shows a sequence diagram representing

the brokering protocol: the three vertical dashed lines are called lifelines

and are referred to the three entities interacting in the scenario. Arrows

represent messages exchanged between two entities (who is the sender and

2This example will be used several times in this document; it will be referred to some-
times as trading protocol, other times as brokering protocol.
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Figure 1.1: A sequence diagram representing the brokering protocol.

who the receiver should be clear) and certain subregions delimited by labeled

rectangles (loop and parallel in the example) denote specific behaviors such

as an interaction that may be repeated several times (the loop subregion) and

messages that can be exchanged in any order3 (the parallel region).

3Normally the order between messages is given by their position in a lifeline (top
messages are sent first).
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1.2 The purpose of this project

What we want to achieve with this project is to provide a framework to

express in a compact way complex communication protocols against which

agents’ communicative actions can be type checked at runtime and possibly

offer a recovery mechanism in case of a violation. The MAS platform chosen

is Jason [3] as it is very easy to define Global Types as Prolog infinite terms,

which are supported in the latest release of Jason (1.3.7).

This document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview on

the state of the art on Global Types; Chapter 3 describes the formalism pro-

posed by Ancona, Drossopoulou and Mascardi in [1] from which this work

originates; Chapter 4 describes an extension to that formalism; Chapter 5

describes the implementation of the framework; Chapter 6 shows a few ex-

amples of protocols represented with the formalism proposed; Chapter 7

contains final remarks on the framework as well as a list of possible research

directions to be addressed in future works.



Chapter 2

State of the art on Global

Types

2.1 Definition

Even though the UML diagram of figure 1.1 is very intuitive and easy to un-

derstand, a more compact and formal specication of the protocol is required

to perform verication or testing of a MAS, in order to provide guarantees

that the protocol is implemented correctly. Global session types [6, 10] have

been introduced and studied exactly for this purposes, even though in the

more theoretical context of calculi of communicating processes. A Global

Type describes succinctly all sequences of sending actions that may occur

during a correct implementation of a protocol. They are called “global” to

emphasize the fact that they describe the acceptable behaviors of a system

from a global point of view. Another key concept is the one of session type,

which instead represents an acceptable behaviour from a local point of view,

i.e. from the point of view of a single participant.

The following definition of session is taken from [7]:

A (multi-party) session is a place of interaction for a restricted

number of participants that communicate messages. The interac-

13
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tion may involve the exchange of arbitrary sequences of messages

of possibly different types. Sessions are restricted to a (usually

fixed) number of participants, which makes them suitable as a

structuring construct for systems of communicating entities.

In the next sections we will summarize the papers which most influenced our

work and that represent the latest advancements in the field of Global Types.

2.2 Global Types and Multi-Party Sessions

Among the most recent papers that inspired this work it is worth mentioning

[7]: here Global Types model protocols in terms of atomic actions (interac-

tions, i.e. sending actions) and composite actions, essentially denoting a

“language of legal interactions that can occur in a multi-party session”. A

protocol can consist of the empty sequence (skip), a single interaction be-

tween a sender and a receiver (p
m−→ q) or a composition of two Global Types

such as a sequence (G1;G2), which consists of the interactions of G1 followed

by those in G2, thus imposing a precise order between the actions of the com-

posed protocols. Protocols can also be composed unconstrainedly (G1 ∧ G2),

without specifying any order (any interleaving of actions belonging to one

of the protocols is allowed, as long as they maintain any possible ordering

within their protocol) or in alternative (G1 ∨G2), where only one of the two

protocols is allowed, meaning that the first message exchanged determines

which path to follow1. Interactions of arbitrary length can be defined by re-

sorting to a Kleene star notation (G ∗); this construct is needed for example

to represent protocols such as the one described in the introduction, where

the offer/counteroffer loop can be repeated an arbitrary number of times.

The syntax of Global Types is illustrated in Table 2.1: the only difference

compared with what stated earlier is that the atomic interaction between just

1This aspect is covered exhaustively in the original paper since it is a key point in
determining whether the Global Type can be projected or not.
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G ::= skip | π
m−→ q |

G1;G2 | G1 ∧ G2 |
G1 ∨ G2 | G ∗

Table 2.1: Syntax of Global Types described in [7].

two participants is generalized by allowing a finite set π of roles on the left

hand side of interactions instead of just one sender, which means that all

participants listed in π must send message m to receiver q.

That paper focuses then on “local” Session Types, which represent the

projections of the Global Type on single entities (actors, agents). A session

type represents the protocol seen from the point of view of a single partic-

ipant, which consists of all actions which involve him (i.e. where he is the

sender or the receiver). For instance, the Global Type B describing a sim-

pler version of the brokering protocol, where only two entities (the seller

and the buyer, represented in both the Global and Session Type respectively

as s and b) exchange a few messages (the seller proposes an item at a given

price, then the buyer chooses whether to accept or quit the conversation),

which can be expressed as

B = (s
item- b ∧ s price- b);

(b
accept- s ∨ b quit- s)

can be projected to the following session types for buyer and seller

s - b!item.b!price.(b?accept + b?quit).end

b - s?item.s?price.(s!accept ⊕ s!quit).end
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or to

s - b!price.b!item.(b?accept + b?quit).end

b - s?price.s?item.(s!accept ⊕ s!quit).end

where in each entity e’s session type

• b!cont means that e is expected to send a message with content cont

to entity b.

• b?cont means that e is expected to receive a message with content cont

from entity b.

• T +S represents the external choice (i.e. made by another entity which

decides which course of action to take sending a specific message instead

of another one) between types T and S.

• T ⊕ S represents the internal choice (i.e. made by entity e himself

which again chooses the course of action by sending a specific message)

between types T and S.

• T1.T2 means that the interactions listed in T1 are followed by those

listed in T2.

• end represents a terminated session.

In order to be able to extract local session types from a Global Type

some properties must hold: for example, if the Global Type specifies that two

actions must be sequential, then these must not be independent. The Global

Type G = p
a- q; r

b- s represents a protocol where the two interactions

are independent (i.e. they do not have any entity in common, in particular

the sending entity from the second interaction does not appear anywhere in

the first interaction), and there is no way to project the Global Type to local

session types so that all of them terminate (reach the end state) only when
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a sequence of messages compliant with Global Type G is exchanged (and not

otherwise). One might try with the following projections

p - q!a.end

q - p?a.end

r - s!b.end

s - r?b.end

but this way the sequentiality of the two interactions would be lost (the two

messages could be exchanged in any order). This happens because entity r

has no way of knowing whether p has sent his message or not, unless there is

a covert channel2 through which r is given a notification which allows him

to send his message to s. Other examples of non-projectable Global Types

are reported in the original paper.

The authors also give an algorithm for deriving corresponding local ses-

sion types given an input Global Type. The algorithm is sound but not

complete (not every Global Type can be projected).

As final remark, Global Types as described in that paper can model

interactions where the number of messages exchanged is arbitrary but always

finite, such that the termination of all the involved participants is always

within reach. This is a subtle, yet radical change from other multi-party

session theories (such as our formalism, presented later in Chapter 3), where

infinite interactions are considered legal.

2A covert channel is a channel used to exchange messages which do not appear in the
protocol.
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2.3 Multiparty Session Types

A similar approach to the one described above is given in [9]: there the au-

thors explore the connection between session types (which again are intended

as projections of a Global Type to single participants) and communicating

automata or Communicating Finite State Machines (CFSMs), as well as

giving a new syntax for Global Types.

2.3.1 Definition

Figure 2.1: The trading protocol represented as a Global Type with the
syntax described in [9], together with the corresponding diagram.

Figure 2.1 shows a Global Type representing the trade protocol defined

using the syntax proposed in [9]. GTrade is of the form def G̃ in x0 where G̃

represents the transitions between states, and where x0 is the initial state of

all the participants. A transition of the form

x0 = S → B : Item⟨string⟩; x1

corresponds to the emission of a message Item carrying a value of type string

from S to B, followed by the interactions that happen in x1. A transition
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x2 = x3 + x6 denotes a choice (done by one of the participants, here B)

between following with x3 or x6. A transition x6 = x7 | x8 describes that

the interaction should continue concurrently with the actions of x7 and of x8.

Finally, transitions x5 + x1 = x2 and x9 | x10 = x11 merge respectively two

branches that are mutually exclusive or concurrent into a new thread (x2 or

x11 respectively).

The syntax of Global Types is given in figure 2.2. Notice how merge

and join points (as well as their corresponding choice and fork points ) are

explicitly indicated, thus allowing a precise thread management. The moti-

vation behind this choice of graph syntax is that a traditional Global Type

syntax tree, even with recursion [7], is not enough to represent concisely (i.e.

without interleaving enumeration) situations where concurrent interactions

synchronize in an different way from the one they were forked. This is ac-

Figure 2.2: Syntax of Global Types.

tually a very important aspect of Deniélou and Yoshida’s formalism, since

constraints have been introduced in our work exactly to be able to express

this kind of synchronization. This will be addressed in much more detail in

Chapter 4.

This syntax for Global Types allows us to represent the alternating bit

protocol in a very compact way, as shown in figure 2.3. Moreover, it scales

very well as the number of transitions grows linearly if the protocol is slightly
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modified by adding a third message (and the relative aknowledgment), as

shown as example in the original document (cf. Figure 4.3 and Section 6.2.2).

Figure 2.3: The Global Type corresponding to the alternating bit protocol.

2.3.2 Well-formedness

Only a subset of all possible Global Types corresponds to CFSMs that satisfy

good safety properties; this subset includes only well-formed Global Types.

Well-formedness consists of three kinds of conditions: sanity conditions, local

choice conditions and linearity conditions.

• sanity conditions include all those properties that prevent possible syn-

tactic confusions about which continuations to follow at any given

point: there must be exactly one initial state x0 and it has to ap-

pear on the left hand side of a transition and at most one final state

end. Also, transitions G̃ define a connected graph where threads are

always collected by joins3.

3An algorithm which checks this property is given in [9].
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• local choice conditions basically require that at any point where a choice

between two options has to be made, this choice is local to one par-

ticipant, i.e. one participant makes the choice sending one message or

another. This makes sense since if at one point more than one partici-

pant (two, for example) were supposed to send a message, how would

they decide which one would make the choice without further interac-

tion (i.e. without exchanging more messages)? This issue is somehow

related to the matter of covert channels discussed in [7]. Figure 2.4

shows an example of a non well-formed Global Type, where the choice

between x1 and x2 depends on two participants, Alice and Bob.

• linearity requires that, in order to avoid processes with race-conditions,

no participant can be faced with two concurrent receptions where mes-

sages can have the same label. For instance, in the Global Type

representing the alternating bit protocol (fig. 2.3, see fig. 4.1 for the

corresponding diagram) it would not be possible for both labels Msg1

and Msg2 to be renamed Msg0 as they can be received concurrently

and thus confused; however the two labels of the trading protocol (see

fig. 2.1) could be renamed Outcome as they are received by different

participants and therefore cannot be confused.

A noteworthy property of Deniélou and Yoshida’s formalism is that the

well-formedness of a Global Type is decidable in polynomial time.

Figure 2.4: A non well-formed Global Type: the choice between continuations
depends on more than one participant.
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2.3.3 Local Session Types

Local types are defined in figure 2.5. They represent the actions of session

end-points that each process implementation must follow. As for Global

Types, a local type T follows the shape of a state machine definition: local

types are of the form def T̃ in x0. The local type for send (!⟨p, l⟨U⟩⟩) corre-

Figure 2.5: The syntax for local session types.

sponds to the action of sending to p a message with label l and type U , while

receive (?⟨p, l⟨U⟩⟩) is the action of receiving from p a message with label

l and type U . Other behaviours are the indirection (nop), internal choice,

external choice, merge, fork, join and end. Note that merge is used for both

internal and external choices. Figure 2.6 shows the projection of the Global

Type corresponding to the trade protocol described in Figure 2.1 to the cor-

responding local session types for the three participants Broker (TTradeB),

Client (TTradeC) and Seller (TTradeS) obtained with the projection algorithm

specified in the paper. A local type T obtained from the projection of Global

Type G can be translated to a Multiparty Session Automaton (Q,C, q0,Σ, δ)

where Q is the set of states built from the recursion variables xi of T , C is

the set of channels {pq | p, q ∈ G}, q0 = x0, Σ is the set of labels defined in

G and δ is built from the sending actions specified in T .
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Figure 2.6: The local session types obtained projecting the Global Type
shown in figure 2.1.

2.4 Agent Interaction Protocols in UML

Gaining wide acceptance for the use of agents in industry requires both

relating it to the nearest antecedent technology (object oriented software

development) and using artifacts to support the development environment

throughout the full system lifecycle. Odell et al. in [16] address both of these

requirements using AUML, the Agent UML (Unified Modeling Language) -

a set of UML idioms and extensions. That paper illustrates the approach by

presenting a three-layer AUML representation for agent interaction proto-

cols: templates and packages to represent the protocol as a whole; sequence

and collaboration diagrams to capture inter-agent dynamics; and activity

diagrams and state charts to capture both intra-agent and inter-agent dy-

namics.

2.4.1 Level I: packages and templates

Packages

Patterns are ideas that have been found useful in one practical context and

can probably be useful in others. Agent interaction protocols, then, provide
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us with reusable solutions that can be applied to various kinds of message

sequencing we encounter between agents. There are two UML techniques

that best express protocol solutions for reuse: packages and templates.

Packages aggregate modeling elements into conceptual wholes, where en-

tities can be conceptually grouped for any arbitrary purpose, such as a sub-

system grouping of classes.

The Purchasing package expresses a simple protocol between a Broker

and a Retailer. Here, the Broker sends a call for proposal to a Retailer,

who responds with a proposal. For certain products, the Retailermight also

place a request with a Wholesaler regarding availability and cost. Based on

the return information, the Retailer can provide a more accurate proposal.

Figure 2.7: Packages expressing nested protocols.

All of this could have been put into a single Purchasing protocol package.

However, many businesses or departments may not need the additional pro-

tocol involving the Wholesaler. Therefore, two packages can be defined: one

for Purchasing and one for Supplying. When a particular scenario requires
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the Wholesaler protocol, it can be nested as a separate and distinct package.

However, when a Purchasing scenario does not require it, the package is more

parsimonious.

Templates

Figure 2.8 illustrates a common kind of behavior that can serve as a solution

in analogous problem domains. However, to be truly a pattern - instead

of just a reusable component - package customization must be supported:

Figure 2.9 for example applies the FIPA Contract Net Protocol to a particular

scenario involving buyers and sellers., where the Initiator and Participant

agents have become Buyer and Seller agents, and the call-for-proposal has

become the seller-rfp. Also in this scenario there are two forms of refusal

by the Seller: Refuse-1 and Refuse-2. Lastly, an actual deadline has been

supplied for a response by the Seller.

A template is a parameterized model element whose parameters are bound

at model time (i.e., when the new customized model is produced). In Figure

2.8, the dotted box in the upper right indicates that the package is a template.

2.4.2 Level II: sequence and collaboration diagrams

UML’s dynamic models are useful for expressing interactions among agents.

Interaction diagrams capture the structural patterns of interactions among

objects. Sequence diagrams are one member of this family; collaboration di-

agrams are another. The two diagrams contain the same information. The

graphical layout of the sequence diagram emphasizes the chronological se-

quence of communications, whilst that of the collaboration diagram empha-

sizes the associations among agents.
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Figure 2.8: A template representing the FIPA Contract Net Protocol.

Sequence diagrams

A sequence diagram (such as the one shown in Figure 2.9) consists of sev-

eral lifelines associated to different agents, which are indicated at the top of

the diagram in rectangles with the format agent-name/role:class, possibly

omitting the individual agent’s name. Arrowed lines between lifelines repre-
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Figure 2.9: The template in Figure 2.8 applied to a particular scenario in-
volving buyers and sellers.

sent interactions between agents: AUML extends UML by labeling the lines

with an agent communication act (CA), instead of an OOstyle message.

Another recommended extension to UML supports concurrent threads

of interaction. While UML does support asynchronous messages, multiple

concurrent threads are directly expressed. Figure 2.10 depicts three ways

of expressing multiple threads. Figure 2.10 (a) indicates that all threads
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CA-1 to CA-n are sent concurrently. Figure 2.10 (b) includes a decision box

Figure 2.10: Some recommended extensions that support concurrent threads
of interaction.

indicating that a decision box will decide which CAs (zero or more) will be

sent. If more than one CA is sent, the communication is concurrent. Figure.

2.10 (c) indicates an exclusive or, so that exactly one CA will be sent.

For a more detailed discussion of sequence diagrams, see Rumbaugh [21].

Collaboration diagrams

Figure 2.11 is an example of a collaboration diagram and depicts a pattern

of interaction among agents. One of the primary distinctions of the collabo-

ration diagram is that the agents (the rectangles) can be placed anywhere on

the diagram. The sequence of interactions are numbered on the association

lines in a collaboration diagram; whereas on the interaction diagram, a timed

sequence of interaction is basically read from the top down.

2.4.3 Level III: activity diagrams and state charts

At the lowest level, specification of an agent protocol requires spelling out the

detailed processing that takes place within an agent in order to implement

the protocol.
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Figure 2.11: An example of a collaboration diagram depicting an interaction
among agents playing multiple roles.

Activity diagrams

Activity diagrams are similar in nature to colored Petri nets [11] in sev-

eral ways. First, activity diagrams provide a graphical representation that

makes it possible to visualize processes simply, thereby facilitating the de-

sign and communication of behavioral models. Second, activity diagrams

can represent concurrent, asynchronous processing. Lastly, they can express

simultaneous communications with several correspondents.

Activity diagrams are used to describe in details all tasks performed by

an agent in order to achieve a given goal, such as the processing of an order,

shown in Figure 2.12.

Statecharts

The internal processing of a single agent can also be expressed as statecharts.

Figure 2.13 depicts the internal states and transitions for Order Processor,
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Figure 2.12: An activity diagram that specifies order processing behavior for
an Order agent.

Invoice Sender, and Payment Receiver agents. As with the activity di-

agram above, these agents interface with each other, as indicated by the

dashed lines.
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Figure 2.13: Statechart that specifies order processing behavior for the three
agents interacting in a commerce scenario.
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2.5 Protocols as commitments

The approach described in [24, 8] is quite different from those presented so

far: rather than focusing on defining a language of recognised strings (where

each symbol of such strings represents a message exchanged between two

entities), this formalism introduces the notion of commitment to model the

behavior of a Multi Agent System; the authors aim with this work to propose

an alternative to existing formalisms which usually tend to focus on low level

communication instead of (as it is the case with this work) elevating “business

level” communication to the main role.

2.5.1 Formal definition

A commitment is a 4-tuple C(creditor , debitor , antecedent , consequent), where

debtor and creditor are agents, and antecedent and consequent are propo-

sitions. This means that the debtor commits (to the creditor) to bringing

about the consequent if the antecedent holds. For example,

C(EBook, Alice, $12, BNW )

means that EBook commits to Alice that if she pays $12, then EBook will

send her the book Brave New World.

2.5.2 Interoperability and alignment

In general, a key requirement for interoperability is that the interacting

agents remain aligned with respect to their commitments: this means that

whenever one agent (as creditor) infers a commitment from a second agent,

the second agent (as debtor) also infers that commitment.

In general, agents may get misaligned because of

• heterogeneity : they may assign incompatible meanings to the messages

they are exchanging, for example in the above scenario an Offer mes-
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sage from EBook might be interpreted by Alice as a commitment from

the bookstore to ship the item in return for payment, whereas the book-

store assigns a slightly different meaning to it and expects an Accept

message to be received from the counterpart before actually committing

to the shipment

• autonomy : supposing both agents agree on the meaning of the Offer);

because the communication between agents is asynchronous agents may

observe messages in different orders: for example, suppose an Offer

message has been sent from agent EBook to Alice, and immediately

after two messages are sent simultaneously: one again from EBook,

which intends to cancel the operation, and the other from Alice which

pays the amount of money. Alice observes EBooks cancellation after

sending the payment; so she regards it as spurious. EBook observes

Alices payment after sending its cancellation, so EBook considers the

payment late. As a result, Alice infers that EBook is committed to

sending her the book, but EBook does not infer that commitment. Thus,

EBook and Alice are misaligned. distribution: because the system is

in general distributed, some agents may have more information about

relevant events than others. For instance, if the commitment

C(Alice, Bob, skyClearAt5, meetAtLake)

holds for both Alice and Bob they agree to meet at the lake if the sky

is clear at 5 PM. At that time, it may happen that only one of them

(suppose Bob) can observe the sky and see it clear therefore inferring

that the other agent is unconditionally committed to meeting him at

the lake. The other one (Alice) does not know that the sky is clear,

and therefore does not infer the unconditional commitment. The two

agents are thus misaligned.

Several operations are available to agents for creating, updating and delet-
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ing commitments:

• CREATE(x, y, r, u) is performed by x, and it causes C(x, y, r, u) to hold.

• CANCEL(x, y, r, u) is performed by x, and it causes C(x, y, r, u) to not

hold.

• RELEASE(x, y, r, u) is performed by y, and it causes C(x, y, r, u) to not

hold.

• DELEGATE(x, y, z, r, u) is performed by x, and it causes C(z, y, r, u) to

hold.

• ASSIGN(x, y, z, r, u) is performed by y, and it causes C(x, z, r, u) to hold.

Commitments can therefore be created, deleted (using either the CANCEL

or RELEASE operation) and updated (either the creditor or the debitor is

replaced).



Chapter 3

Global Types for Jason agents

In this chapter we will describe in detail the work done by Ancona, Drossopoulou

and Mascardi presented in [1]. The first section will give an overview of the

Jason platform [17] and the homonymous agent oriented programming lan-

guage (as well as the definition of agent oriented programming) whilst the

following sections contain a description of the formalism and its definition.

An extension to overcome some of its limitations is proposed in Chapter 4;

details on the implementation of the framework supporting this formalism

are given in Chapter 5.

3.1 Agent Oriented Programming

The term Agent Oriented Programming was first introduced by Yoav Shoham

in [23]. In that document a new computational framework was proposed

which could be viewed as a specialization of object-oriented programming

(OOP), where the main entities are agents instead of objects. Table 3.1 shows

a comparison between the main entities of both frameworks: the main dif-

ference between the two is the so called mental state associated with agents,

represented by his beliefs, commitments, etc. An agent is, in this sense,

something more complex than a simple object, as he has some sort of control

35
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Framework OOP AOP

Basic unit object agent
Parameters defining
state of basic unit

unconstrained beliefs, commitments,
capabilities, choices, . . .

Process of computation message passing
and response
methods

message passing and re-
sponse methods

Types of message unconstrained inform, request, offer,
promise, decline, . . .

Constraints on methods none honesty, consistency, . . .

Table 3.1: DIfferences between OOP and AOP

over his actions compared to an object which is purely passive; this aspect

is well represented by the saying “agents do it for money, objects do it for

free” [14]. A similar definition is given in [22], where an agent is defined

as an autonomous entity which observes and acts upon an environment and

directs its activity towards achieving goals (i.e. it is rational).

There are many other definitions of agents, but they all agree on some

properties which are ascribed to agents:

• reactivity : agents react to events that take place in the environment

they live in.

• proactivity : agents actively execute actions in order to fullfil his desires.

• sociality : agents communicate with each other, exchanging messages

and cooperating.

Shoham in [23], similarly to McCarty in [13], while discussing the defini-

tion of agent, focuses on the legitimacy and usefulness of ascribing mental

qualities to such entities, giving an example of a case where the ascription

of such qualities to a simple object such as a light switch is legitimate but

useless :
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It is perfecly coherent to treat a light switch as a (very cooper-

ative) agent with the capability to transmit the current at will,

who invariably transimts current when he believes that we want

it transmitted and not otherwise; flicking the switch is simply

our way of communicating our desires. However, while this is

a coherent view, it does not buy us anything, since we essentially

understand the mechanism sufficiently to have a simpler, mech-

anistic description of its behavior. In contrast, we do not have

equally good knowledge of the operation of complex systems such

as robots, people, and, arguably, operating systems. In these cases

it is often most convenient to employ mental terminology.

According to Shoham’s proposed model, the state of agents (called mental

state) consists of beliefs (about the world, about themselves and about one

another), capabilities, choices, and possibly orher similar notions, while the

computation of a system composed of several agents consists of these agents’

informing, requesting, offering, accepting, rejecting, competing, and assisting

one another. Such a system is usually referred to as Multi Agent System

(MAS) [14].

3.1.1 Jason and the BDI model

The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model [20, 19] is a software model

developed for programming intelligent agents characterized by the imple-

mentation of an agent’s beliefs, desires and intentions (i.e. what the agent

believes, what he would like to do and what he has chosen to do, desires

to which the agent has to some extent committed). Jason [17, 3] is one

of the most used platforms which implement the BDI model; the language

supported is a variant of AgentSpeak [18] called Jason. Agents are declared

specifying their plan library, their initial beliefs and their starting plans. An

example of an agent declaration is given in Listing 3.1.
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1 //### Initial beliefs and rules

2 price(pasta , 10).

3 price(water , 3).

4 money (7).

5

6 !buy(water).

7

8 //### Plan library

9 +!buy(Item) : price(Item , Price) & money(N) & N >= Price <-

10 payCash(Price);

11 -+money(N-Price);

12 .print(Item , "acquired").

13

14 +!buy(Item) : price(Item , Price) & money(N) & N < Price <-

15 payWithCreditCard(Price);

16 .print(Item , "acquired").

Listing 3.1: The AgentSpeak code for a sample agent.

Lines 2, 3 and 4 contain the initial beliefs of the agent in form of tuples1:

these represent the initial content of the knowledge base of the agent, i.e.

what the agent knows (or simply believes). The knowledge base of an agent

evolves at runtime as he learns new facts, either communicating with other

agents, perceiving the environment or autonomously adding new tuples of his

own; to be able to “remember” the sources of these pieces of information,

to each new tuple added (even to those present at the beginning of the

simulation) an annotation2 of the form source(<AId/self/percept>) is

attached, indicating its origin. For instance, the initial knowledge base of

the sample agent will actually contain

price(pasta , 10)[ source(self )].

price(water , 3)[ source(self )].

1Tuples in Jason consist of a functor and zero or more arguments, which again are
tuples. The number of arguments of a tuple is the arity of the tuple.

2Annotations are lists of tuples attached to other tuples.
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money (7)[ source(self )].

Listing 3.2: The initial content of the knowledge base of the sample agent.

as all beliefs have been added by the agent himself. When an information

is perceived from the environment the annotation source(percept) will be

added; when it comes from another agent (through a message), it will be

annotated with source(AId), where AId is the Agent Identifier of the sender.

The command !buy(water). adds an event to the event pool, which will

be processed during a reasoning cycle (see [17] for further details on Jason’s

implementation). New events are triggered basically in two ways: by adding

or removing a belief to or from the agent’s knowledge base or by adding a

new goal which can be generated either by the agent himself with a command

like !do(something). or as a consequence of a “special kind” of message (see

later in this section for more details on agent communication) received from

another agent.

Lines 8−16 contain the agent’s plan library, which is the core of an agent

since it is what determines his behaviour. Each plan has the following form

trigger : context← body

• The trigger indicates what kind of events that plan will handle. Trigger

+!buy(Item) for example means that the plan will handle the addition

of a new goal (that is what the symbols +! stand for) of the form

buy(Item), where Item is a variable3, i.e. can be bound to any value.

A plan is said to be relevant for a given goal (i.e. it can be used) if the

trigger and the goal can be unified [12], i.e. there exists a substitution

θ such that tθ = gθ, where t and g are of course the terms representing

the trigger and the goal respectively. For example, goal buy(water) is

unifiable with trigger buy(Item) via the substitution {Item 7→ water}.

• The context is a logic formula that must hold according to the agent’s

3Variables are characterized by the first uppercase letter.
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belief base for the plan to be applicable. This allows the specification

of different plans to be applied in different contexts, for example in the

sample code given earlier two plans are relevant for goal buy(water)

since the trigger is the same for both plans and the goal and the trigger

are unifiable via the sostitution θ = {Item 7→ water} but only the first

one is applicable since the context for the second plan doesn’t hold

because at runtime N woud be unified with 7 and Price with 3 and the

clause N < Price would not hold.

• The body contains all the instructions that the agent will undertake to

achieve the goal. These may consist of several kinds of actions (ex-

amples in brackets): updating his belief base (+price(melon, 15)),

generating a new goal (!buy(melon)), taking an action on the envi-

ronment (payCash) or internal actions (.print(Item, "acquired")).

Internal actions are so called because they don’t affect the environment

but only (possibly) the internal state of the agent. They can be dis-

tinguished from “regular” actions because their usage requires the full

name of the Java package in which they are declared (or just a “.”

for default internal actions) to be indicated4. One of the most impor-

tant internal actions is .send which is used to send a message to other

agents in the MAS.

Agent communication

Communication between agents is of course a very important aspect when

talking about Multi Agent Systems, since coordination is achieved through

communication. As stated previously messages are exchanged using the in-

ternal action .send which takes 3 or 4 arguments: the AId of the receiver,

the performative, the content and in some cases a fourth parameter to store

a reply. The performative of a message represents the type of speech act, i.e.

4The Jason platform includes common use internal actions such as those for basic list
manipulation and communication, however custom internal actions can be easily defined.
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what’s the purpose of the message. Available performatives are for example

tell, used when the sender (s) wants the receiver (r) to include the content

of the message in his belief base; askOne, used by s to request information

to r (which will be unified with the fourth parameter as soon as r replies);

achieve, used by s to request r to try to achieve a state of affairs where

the literal in the message content is true (i.e. s is delegating a goal to r);

tellHow, used by s to instruct r how to handle a given goal (a new plan is

added to r’s plan library).

The MAS configuration file

Apart from the definition of indiviual agents, one more configuration file

is needed to simulate a Multi Agent System with Jason: the .mas2j con-

figuration file. Here the type and number of agents is declared along with

possible extra configuration parameters such as custom classes for agents.

The first line inside the brackets specifies the type of infrastructure used:

apart from the centralised one provided by Jason, other infrastructures such

as SACI and Jade [2] are supported. Jade in particular has proven useful

when testing protocols implementations as it grants full control on agents’

communication. Listing 3.3 shows an example of a MAS configuration file.

MAS sample_system {

infrastructure: Centralised

agents:

buyer;

seller;

client;

aslSourcePath: "src/asl/abpy2";

}

Listing 3.3: A sample MAS configuration file.
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3.2 Global Types for Jason

3.2.1 Definition

The notion of Global Type adopted by Ancona, Drossopoulou and Mascardi

in [1] is defined on top of the following type constructors:

• Predicates on sending actions : a sending action occurs between two

agents and is a 4-tuple consisting of two agent identifiers (the sender

and the receiver of the message), the performative and the actual

content of the message; for instance the sending action (s,b, tell,

price(pasta,10)) specifies that agent seller tells agent broker (from

the example in the introduction) that he intends to sell pasta at the

price of 10.

In the specification of the Global Type we use predicates on sending

actions to model which kind of message is expected at a certain point:

most common predicates will require that the content of a message be

of a certain type, such as an integer or a string, and that the sender

and the receiver are two specific agents, but we also want to be able to

model protocols in which for example we do not care who are the agents

that interact as long as the sending action has a certain performative

and possibly the sender and the receiver are two different agents. P is

the finite set of predicate symbols used in the protocol.

• Empty Type: the constant λ represents the empty sequence of sending

actions.

• Sequence: the sequence constructor allows the definition of types com-

posed by a predicate on a sending action followed by another Global

Type. For instance the type

τ = pi : po : λ
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assuming both

pi(a, b, tell, ping) and po(b, a, tell, pong)

hold5, represents a very simple protocol in which first agent a sends

agent b a message of type ping, who replies sending back a message of

type pong, ending the protocol (no further messages are expected after

that). Notice that the sequence constructor is the only one built on

top of predicates on sending actions.

• Choice: the choice constructor allows the definition of types where more

than one option is available; looking back at the example in section 1.2,

this is exactly what happens after every offer/counter-offer iteration,

when two different actions can be performed: the broker either accepts

the counter-offer and tells the client and the seller the outcome of the

negotiation or sends a new offer to the client thus beginning a new

iteration. Another example:

τ = (co : λ) + (fi : λ) + (re : λ)

assuming

co(c, b, tell, counter), fi(b, s, tell, final) and re(b, c, tell, result)

hold, specifies an interaction where either c sends a message of type

counter to b, or b sends a message of type final to s, or b sends a

message of type result to c. Note that this constructor, as well as the

following ones, may introduce issues related to ambiguity which will be

discussed in Section 3.2.3.

• Fork : the fork constructor specifies two interactions that can be inter-

5Predicates on sending actions are actually unary as their only argument is the sending
action (which is a 4-tuple), inner parenthesis are omitted.
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leaved; again in the example protocol described earlier this construct

should be used to reflect the fact that the last two messages (those of

the broker informing the seller and the client) may be exchanged in any

order. The corresponding type would be:

τ = (fi : λ | re : λ)

assuming fi(b, s, tell, final) and re(b, c, tell, result) hold.

• Concatenation: the concatenation constructor is used, as its name sug-

gests, to append Global Types together. For instance the following

Global Type

τ = (ack1 : λ | ack2 : λ) · (data1 : λ | data2 : λ)

assuming

ack1(a1, s, tell, ack), data1(s, a1, tell, data),

ack2(a2, s, tell, ack) and data2(s, a2, tell, data)

hold, describes a protocol where first two agents (a1 and a2) must send

an aknowledgement to agent s (in any order) who can start sending

data to both agents (again, in any order) only after both aknowledge-

ments have been received.

Recursive types

The example types shown so far do not specify any interaction loop, as

occurs in the trading protocol described earlier. To specify loops we need

to consider recursive Global Types; for instance, the protocol consisting of

infinite sending actions where first alice sends a message with content ping

to bob, and then bob replies with a message with content pong to alice, can
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be represented by the following recursive type.

τ = pi : po : τ

If we interpret the equation above syntactically (that is, as a unification

problem), then the unique solution is an infinite term (or, more abstractly, an

infinite tree) which is regular, i.e. whose set of subterms is finite. In practice,

the unification problem above is solvable in most modern implementations

of Prolog, where cyclic terms are supported; this happens also for the Jason

implementation, where Prolog rules can be used to derive beliefs that hold in

the current belief base. Table 3.2 shows the syntax of Global Types, where

GT ::= p : GT |
GT1 + · · ·+GTn (n ≥ 1) |
GT1 | GT2 |
GT1 ·GT2 |
λ

Table 3.2: Syntax of Global Types.

• p corresponds to a predicate on a sending action.

• p : GT corresponds to the sequence construct.

• GT1 + · · ·+GTn corresponds to the choice construct.

• GT1 | GT2 corresponds to the fork construct.

• GT1 ·GT2 corresponds to the append construct.

• λ corresponds to the empty type, where no message is expected.

The brokering protocol described in the introduction could be therefore
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represented by Global Type τBP defined as follows:

τBP = it : τC

τC = (τO + τF )

τO = of : co : τC

τF = (fi : λ | re : λ)

(3.1)

provided all predicates hold for the correct kind of sending action (i.e. it(a)

holds if a is represents a message from s to b whose content is the name

and price of an item that s wants to sell, of and co hold for sending actions

representing an offer and a counteroffer respectively, and so on).

Non contractive types

The syntactic definition given so far still contains Global Types that are not

considered useful and are rejected to avoid non termination problems during

dynamic typechecking. Consider for instance the following type τNC:

τNC = (τNC + τNC)

Such a type is called non contractive (or non guarded), since it contains an

infinite path with no sequence type constructors. Therefore, in the sequel

we will consider only contractive Global Types, that is Global Types that

do not have paths containing only the choice, fork and concatenation type

constructors. Such a restriction does not limit the expressive power of types,

since it can be shown that for every non contractive Global Type, there exists

an equivalent contractive one. For instance, the type τNC as defined above is

equivalent to the empty type λ.

Definition 1. A session type τ is contractive if it does not contain paths

whose nodes can only be constructors in {+, |, ·} (such paths are necessarily

infinite).
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3.2.2 Interpretation of Global Types

In the previous section we provided an intuition of the meaning of Global

Types. We now define their formal interpretation, expressed in terms of a

transition function. Intuitively, a Global Type represents a state from which

several transitions to other states (i.e. other Global Types) are possible; for

each Global Type there is a corresponding set of messages which cause a

transition to a new state. A transition is “fired” when a message that belongs

to that set is exchanged. Take for example the following Global Type6

τ = pi : po : λ

There is only one transition enabled which is fired by the message from a to

b with content ping and leads to the state represented by type

τ ′ = po : λ

Another example (a little more complex) is the following:

τ = (fi : λ | re : λ)

The state represented by this type has two enabled transitions: one yields a

sending action a such that fi(a) holds and moves to the state corresponding

to the type

τ ′ = (λ | re : λ)

while the other yields a sending action a′ such that re(a′) holds and moves

to the state corresponding to the type

τ ′′ = (fi : λ | λ)

6For all examples the predicates are the same specified in previous examples which use
the same Glogal Type.
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Figure 3.1 shows the rules defining the transition function.

(seq)

p:τ
a→ τ

p(a) (choice)
τi

a→ τ ′i

τ1 + · · ·+ τi + · · ·+ τn
a→ τ ′i

(fork-l)
τ1

a→ τ ′1

τ1|τ2
a→ τ ′1|τ2

(fork-r)
τ2

a→ τ ′2

τ1|τ2
a→ τ1|τ ′2

(cat-l)
τ1

a→ τ ′1

τ1 · τ2
a→ τ ′1 · τ2

(cat-r)
τ2

a→ τ ′2

τ1 · τ2
a→ τ ′2

ϵ(τ1)

Figure 3.1: Rules defining the transition function.

Here is a detailed explanation for each rule:

• SEQ: when the current state is represented by a Global Type of the

form p : τ the only allowed transition step leads to state τ , and yields

a sending action a such that p(a) holds. Notice that this is the only

computation rule, whereas all the other ones are propagation rules. A

note on terminology: throughout the document we use expressions such

as “transition p occurs” to indicate a transition from a Global Type τ

to type τ ′ such that at the root of the derivation tree is an application

of rule seq to a type τ = p : τ ′′.

• CHOICE: this rule states that when a state is represented by several

Global Types composed with the choice constructor such as (τ1+ · · ·+
τi + · · ·+ τn) there is a transition leading to state τ ′i yielding a sending

action a whenever there exists a transition from τi to τ ′i (1 ≤ i ≤ n)

yielding the same sending action.

• FORK: the first rule for the fork construct (fork-l) states that there

exists a transition from (τ1 | τ2) to (τ ′1 | τ2) yielding a sending action a,

whenever there exists a transition step from τ1 to τ ′1 yielding the same

sending action. The other rule is symmetric to the first one.
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• CONCATENATION: the first clause for the concatenation con-

struct (cat-l) states that there exists a transition from τ1 · τ2 to τ ′1 · τ2
yielding a sending action a, whenever there exists a transition step from

τ1 to τ ′1 yielding the same sending action. The second rule (cat-r) in-

stead states that there exists a transition from τ1 · τ2 to τ ′2 yielding a

sending action a, whenever τ1 contains λ (that is, the communication

is allowed to terminate) and there exists a transition step from τ2 to τ ′2

yielding the same sending action.

The notion of equivalence to an empty type is defined through the rules

in Figure 3.2. A Global Type τ contains the empty type λ, and we indicate

(ϵ-seq)
ϵ(λ)

(ϵ-choice)
∃i ∈ [1..n].ϵ(τi)

ϵ(τ1 + · · ·+ τn)

(ϵ-fork)
ϵ(τ1) ϵ(τ2)

ϵ(τ1|τ2)
(ϵ-cat)

ϵ(τ1) ϵ(τ2)

ϵ(τ1 · τ2)

Figure 3.2: Rules defining Global Types equivalent to λ.

this condition with ϵ(τ), if one of the following holds:

• τ = λ.

• τ is of the form (τ1 + · · ·+ τn) and at least one type between τ1, . . . , τn

contains to λ.

• τ is of the form (τ1 | τ2) and both τ1 and τ2 contain λ.

• τ is of the form τ1 · τ2 and both τ1 and τ2 contain λ.

3.2.3 Nondeterministic Global Types

There is an issue with constructors fork, choice and concatenation that

at runtime can potentially cause the non recognition of correct sequences of
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messages, that is a false positive, if backtracking is not exploited. Take for

example the following Global Type

τc = (p1 : p2 : λ+ p1 : p3 : λ)

which recognizes the two sequences a1a2 and a1a3 (assume pi(ai) holds for

i = 1, 2, 3). Given the sequence a1a2, there should be only one transition

available for each sending action. What happens instead is that when the

first message a1 is sent there are two possible transitions: τc
a1→ τ2 = (p2 :

λ) and τc
a1→ τ3 = (p3 : λ); the system however must choose only one of

them and commit to that choice. Suppose it chooses to transition to the

state represented by τ3: in this case there would be no transition available

yielding sending action a2 and the system would halt notifying a protocol

violation. If dynamic checking does not rely on backtracking then all choices

are irrevocable as there is no way to “go back” to a previous state once the

system realizes that the wrong road was taken7.

The fork constructor also presents this issue: take for example the Global

Type τf

τf = (p1 : p2 : λ) | (p3 : p1 : λ)

which recognizes the following set of sets of sequences.

{ϕ1ϕ2ϕ3ϕ1, ϕ1ϕ3ϕ2ϕ1, ϕ1ϕ3ϕ1ϕ2, ϕ3ϕ1ϕ2ϕ1, ϕ3ϕ1ϕ1ϕ2}

where each ϕi is a metavariable denoting a sending action such that pi(ϕi)

holds for i = 1, 2, 3. The sending action a3 would make the system transition

to state

(p1 : p2 : λ) | (p1 : λ)

where sending action a1 could then lead to two different states, thus causing

7This is actually an issue that will be addressed in future development of the framework,
see Chapter 7 for more details.
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the same problem described above.

Type

τa = (λ+ p1 : p2 : λ) · (p1 : p3 : λ)

is also nondeterministic: a sending action a such that p1(a) holds could

make the system transition either to a state represented by Global Type

(p2 : λ) · (p1 : p3 : λ), applying rule cat-l, or to a state represented by

p3 : λ, applying rule cat-r (the side condition is satisfied since λ+p1 : p2 : λ

contains the empty type λ).

However it is not always so easy to recognize Global Types which may

evolve into a nondeterministic one, i.e. for which there exists a sequence of

sending actions a0 . . . an such that τ0
a0→ τ1

a1→ . . .
an−1→ τn

an→ τn+1 and τn+1

represents a state from which a message an+1 can potentially lead to two

different states: this is because the sequence a0 . . . an can be arbitrarily long.

Since it is not trivial to address these issues we chose to consider only

deterministic Global Types in this work, which are defined as follow:

Definition 2. Let τ0 be a contractive type. A run ρ for τ0 is a sequence

τ0
a0→ τ1

a1→ . . .
an−1→ τn

an→ τn+1
an+1→ . . . such that

• either the sequence is infinite, or there exists k ≥ 0 such that ϵ(τk);

• for all τi, ai, and τi+1 in the sequence, τi
ai→ τi+1 holds.

We denote by α(ρ) the possibly infinite sequence of sending actions a0a1 . . . an . . .

contained in ρ. The interpretation Jτ0K of τ0 is the set {α(ρ) | ρ is a run for τ0 }.
Note that when τ0 = λ the only admitted run ρ is τ0 itself hence α(ρ) = ϵ

and Jτ0K = {ϵ}.
Definition 3. A contractive session type τ is deterministic if for any possible

run ρ of τ and any possible τ ′ in ρ, if τ ′
a→ τ ′′, τ ′

a′→ τ ′′′, and τ ′′ ̸= τ ′′′, then

a ̸= a′.

Dealing with nondeterministic Global Types would require a mechanism

to keep track of all sending actions occurred after a nondeterministic choice
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has been taken, in order to be able, in case the system ends up in a state

where an unexpected message is exchanged, to backtrack to a previous state

and try a different path. Possible solutions to this problem are discussed in

Chapter 7.

Anyway, as far as we experienced, in many (interesting) cases a nondeter-

ministic Global Type can be translated into a deterministic one which rec-

ognizes the same sequences. For example the following deterministic Global

Types are equivalent to τc, τf and τa respectively:

τ ′c = p1 : (p2 : λ+ p3 : λ)

τ ′f = (p1 : (p2 : (p3 : p1 : λ) + p3 : (p2 : (p1 : λ) + p1 : (p2 : λ))) +

p3 : p1 : (p2 : (p1 : λ) + p1 : (p2 : λ)))

τ ′a = p1 : (p2 : p1 : p3 : λ+ p3 : λ)



Chapter 4

Extending Global Types with

constraints

4.1 Motivations

The formalism described in Chapter 3 is expressive enough to represent many

complex protocols in a compact notation. There are however some protocols

that cannot be represented easily just using those constructs: take for ex-

ample the Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP) as proposed in [9]: in this

scenario two participants (agents) exchange messages in an infinite loop as

shown in figure 4.1. Basically, there are two loops that go on forever but

there are constraints which impose a synchronization of some sort between

the two loops. For instance, after alice sends bob the first message (msg1),

he may receive the first aknowledgement from bob or send the second mes-

sage from bob. However, before he can send again a message msg1 to bob he

must necessarily send msg2 first, as shown by the ‘join’ diamond in the bot-

tom right1. Similarly for each iteration, the message msg2 can be exchanged

1‘fork’ and ‘join’ diamonds can be distinguished by looking at the arrows pointing at
and starting from them: a diamond having just one incoming arrow and multiple outgoing
is a fork diamond, one having just one outgoing arrow and multiple incoming is a join
diamond. See [9] for further details.

53
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Figure 4.1: The alternating bit protocol described using the notation pro-
posed in [9]. Rectangles represent sending actions, diamonds with a ‘+’ inside
choice or merge nodes, diamonds with a ‘|’ fork or join nodes.

only after the message msg1 of the same iteration has been sent. This pro-

tocol can actually be represented using the constructs presented above, the

problem is that without being able to specify the synchronization constraints

explicitly the only viable option is to define the protocol thinking of it as a

state machine; in such cases the number of states grows quickly since it has

to take all possible interleavings into account. Figure 4.2 shows an example

of how this protocol could be represented by a Global Type. The Global type

representing the protocol is τ0, which is built composing several other Global

Types. In this case it might not be evident that this solution is impractical

since the representation is compact enough, but this is only because the pro-

tocol is really simple. Looking at a slight variation of this protocol in figure

4.3, where two participants alternate between not 2 but 3 messages (and the

relative aknowledgements), it should be evident that the interleaving is more
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τ0 = msg1 : τ1

τ1 = (msg2 : τ2 + ack1 : τ3)

τ2 = (ack2 : τ5 + ack1 : τ4)

τ3 = msg2 : τ4

τ4 = (msg1 : τ6 + ack2 : τ0)

τ5 = ack1 : τ0

τ6 = (ack2 : τ1 + ack1 : τ7)

τ7 = ack2 : τ3

Figure 4.2: The Global Type describing the alternating bit protocol without
using constraints.

complex and this would reflect in an exponentially higher number of states.

In general, the formalism described in Chapter 3 has no way to express

complex synchronization constraints between messages which appear in types

in a fork construct.

4.2 Definition

A possible solution to address this problem is to extend the framework in-

troducing constraints which allow us to represent protocols similar to the

alternating bit one in a much more compact way (i.e. whose dimension grows

linearly instead of exponentially in the number of joins and merge con-

structs). This requires a few minor changes and the addition of two new

elements V and Γ in the specification of a protocol:

• V ⊆ P × 2P , where P is the set of predicate symbols as defined in

Section 3.2.1, is the function representing the design time constraints :

for each predicate symbol p, V (p) determines which transitions must

occur before p may take place.
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Figure 4.3: Another version of the alternating bit protocol. In this case 3
different messages (and the respective aknowledgements) are sent between
the two participants.
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• Γ ⊆ P × 2P is the dynamic constraints store (DCS) which determines

at runtime which constraints for a given transition are still to be satis-

fied. As messages are exchanged its content changes in order to unlock

constrained transitions. It has functional properties, namely, in any

time instant, Γ associates each predicate symbol p with the unique set

of predicate symbols {p1, . . . , pn} representing those transitions that

must still occur before p can take place.

Design time constraints

The idea is to model constraints on a transition p by specifying a list of other

transitions which must occur before p can take place. A constraint on p is

given specifying the value of V (p), i.e. a set {p1, . . . , pn} of predicate symbols:

such a constraint requires that in order to apply rule seq (cf. Figure 3.1) to

some Global Type of the form p : τ once, transitions of the form pi : τi
ai- τi

(for i = 1..n) must have occurred before. In this way we are able to impose

an ordering on transitions regardless of their position in a Global Type2.

Dynamic constraints store

A new structure is required to keep track of which transitions have occured

in order to unlock constrained transitions: this role is covered by the DCS.

The semantics of the DCS is pretty straightforward: a transition p is

enabled if Γ(p) = ∅, that is if no other transition still has to occur, it is

locked otherwise. The initial DCS determines which transitions are locked

when the protocol begins.

The DCS Γ changes dynamically at runtime when certain transitions take

place (i.e. those which appear either in the image or in the inverse image of

function V ).

2For instance, we can impose that in a fork construct a transition on the “left branch”
must occur strictly after another transition in the other branch has occured. See examples
in Section 4.3.
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Formally, whenever a sending action a which would trigger a transition

from a Global Type of the form p : τ to τ occurs (therefore assuming that

Γ(p) = ∅ before the transition), the content of the DCS is updated according

to the following rules:

• The couple (p, V (p)) is added to Γ, replacing the couple (p, ∅), in order

to restore the constraints.

• Each couple (pi, σi) ∈ Γ such that p ∈ V (pi) is replaced with a cou-

ple (pi, σ
′
i), where σ′

i = σi \ {p}, gradually unlocking all transitions

depending on p.

If a sending action would trigger a transition from a Global Type of the form

p : τ to τ but Γ(p) ̸= ∅ a protocol violation is notified, since that transition

was not enabled at that time.

For example suppose that in a protocol declaration a constraint requires

that transition p1 must occur after p2: this would be represented defining

function V = {(p1, {p2})}. The content of the DCS is then updated whenever

a message triggers a transition involving p1 or p2. Suppose that initially

transition p1 is locked, i.e. Γ = {(p1, {p2})}.
When a message which triggers a transition from some type p2 : τ2 to τ2

is exchanged, the DCS must be updated so that transition p1 is enabled: the

new Γ will therefore contain the new couple (p1, ∅) in place of the old one

(p1, {p2}). Then, when a message which triggers transition p1 is exchanged,

the DCS must be updated again so that the original constraint is restored

(since constraints on a transition t must be satisfied once every time t is

fired): its content is updated back to the original couple (p1, {p2}).
The state of a protocol is no longer represented by the Global Type only

but by a couple (τ,Γ). Figure 4.4 shows the rules defining the new version of

the transition function, which takes into account (and updates) the DCS in

order to determine whether a transition is enabled or not. The rule involving

the sequence constructor is the one which has been modified the most, since
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it is the one which updates the DCS Γ.

The protocol must therefore include in its specification

• The Global Type τ .

• The set of predicate symbols P and the rules defining the truth of all

symbols pi ∈ P .

• The function V : P → 2P which lists the constraints on a transition.

• The initial DCS Γ.

(seq)

(p : τ,Γ)
a→ (τ,Γ′ \ {(p, ∅)})

p(a) ∧ Γ(p) = ∅∧
Γ′ = {(p, V (p))} ∪ {(pi, C

′
i)|

pi ∈ P ∧ Γ(pi) = Ci∧
(p ∈ V (pi)⇒ C ′

i = Ci \ {p})∧
(p /∈ V (pi)⇒ C ′

i = Ci)}

(choice)
(τi,Γ)

a→ (τ ′i ,Γ
′)

((τ1 + · · ·+ τi + · · ·+ τn),Γ)
a→ (τ ′i ,Γ

′)
(fork-l)

(τ1,Γ)
a→ (τ ′1,Γ

′)

((τ1|τ2),Γ)
a→ ((τ ′1|τ2),Γ′)

(fork-r)
(τ2,Γ)

a→ (τ ′2,Γ
′)

((τ1|τ2),Γ)
a→ ((τ1|τ ′2),Γ′)

(cat-l)
(τ1,Γ)

a→ (τ ′1,Γ
′)

((τ1 · τ2),Γ)
a→ ((τ ′1 · τ2),Γ′)

(cat-r)
(τ2,Γ)

a→ (τ ′2,Γ
′)

((τ1 · τ2),Γ)
a→ (τ ′2,Γ

′)
ϵ(τ1)

Figure 4.4: Rules defining the transition function for constrained Global
Types.
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4.3 Examples

4.3.1 The alternating bit protocol

We will now show an example of how the alternating bit protocol may be de-

scribed with this formalism3. As said before, a protocol specification consists

of several components: the Global Type τ , the constraint function V , the set

of predicate symbols P and their interpretation (i.e. for which arguments,

that in this case are sending actions, a predicate p holds) and the initial

content of the DCS.

We will need 4 predicate symbols, m1,m2, a1, and a2, such that mi holds

for sending actions of the form (a, b, tell,msgi) and ai holds for sending

actions of the form (b, a, tell, acki), for i = 1, 2.

The alternating bit protocol (cf. Figure 4.1) basically consists of two par-

allel infinite loops where there is a synchronization between a message be-

longing to a loop and another belonging to the other one. The two loops

can be represented by Global Types τ1 = m1 : a1 : τ1 and τ2 = m2 : a2 : τ2,

the main Global Type for the protocol consists of these two types composed

with a fork constructor:

τABP = τ1 | τ2

The function V must reflect the fact that, for every iteration, m2,i must

follow m1,i and m1,i+1 must follow m2,i
4. The following specification models

these constraints5:

V = {(m1, {m2}), (m2, {m1})}

Finally, the initial content of the DCS Γ must be specified so that the

3An implementation of this protocol is also described in Section 6.2.1.
4The notation m2,i indicates “transition m2 at the i-th iteration”.
5For simplicity we usually only specify in V and Γ those couples (p, σ) such that σ ̸= ∅;

for all other predicate symbols we assume V (p) = ∅ and Γ(p) = ∅ respectively.
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first transition is enabled (if Γ(m1) = {m2} and Γ(m2) = {m1} no message

would be allowed, since m1 depends on m2 and vice versa):

Γ = {(m1, ∅), (m2, {m1})}

4.3.2 More complex constraints

The purpose of the following example is to explain the choice of using predi-

cates on sending actions in the specification of Global Types instead of using

sending actions themselves. The protocol shown in Figure 4.5 is an example

Figure 4.5: A protocol showing the usefulness of predicates on sending actions
in Global Type specification.
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of how using predicates allows us to use the “constrained fork” construction

(i.e. “parallel” Global Types with some sort of synchronization) to model a

behavior: the protocol expects two sequences of messages to be exchanged

in an interleaved fashion; once the two sequences have concluded, a final

message of content end concludes the protocol. However the transition m4

must occur after transition m2: if constraints were specified using sending

actions, it would be impossible to distinguish between the three transitions

on the right side of the diagram, since for all of them the sender (A), the

receiver (B) and the message content (msg1) are the same, so it would not be

clear whether transition m4 should unlocked by the first, the second or the

third message from A to B of content msg1. The protocol is represented by

the components listed in Figure 4.6.

τ0 = τf · e1 : λ
τf = (τl | τr)
τl = m3 : m4 : λ

τr = m1 : m2 : m5 : λ

V = {(m4, {m2})}
Γ = {(m4, {m2})}

assuming m1(a, b, tell,msg1), m2(a, b, tell,msg1), m3(a, b, tell,msg3),
m4(a, b, tell,msg2), m5(a, b, tell,msg1) and e1(b, a, tell, end) hold.

Figure 4.6: The specification of the protocol shown in Figure 4.5

Complex constraints on a single message

The protocol shown in Figure 4.7 is an example of a constraint on a message

which requires a given sending action to take place after several other ones.

In this case we want to express the fact that sequences m5m6, m1m2 and

m3m4 may be interleaved at will, but transition m6 must occur after both

m1 and m4. The three sequences are composed with the fork construct,
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Figure 4.7: An example of a protocol where multiple constraints are specified
for a single transition.

and constraints are used to impose that particular ordering. This protocol is

represented by the components listed in Figure 4.8.
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τ0 = (τll | τf )
τf = (τl | τr)
τll = m5 : m6 : λ

τl = m1 : m2 : λ

τr = m3 : m4 : λ

assuming m1(a, b, tell,msg1), m2(a, b, tell,msg2), m3(a, b, tell,msg3),
m4(a, b, tell,msg4), m5(a, b, tell,msg5) and m6(a, b, tell,msg6) hold.

Figure 4.8: The specification of the protocol shown in Figure 4.7
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Implementation

Due to the modular structure of the Jason framework it could have been

possible to add support for Global Types modifying its core classes, in par-

ticular those involving communication, so that even already existing Multi

Agent Systems could have used Global Types just defining somehow (a con-

figuration file possibly) the type itself and the other components without

changing anything in the agents’ source code; this however would have re-

quired much more work and would not necessarily have been such a big

advantage to repay the effort. The alternative way which we chose was to

require some small modifications both to agents in the system and to the

system definition itself, as described in [1].

5.1 Overview

Support for Global Types in Jason has been implemented in the following

way: first of all, an additional agent, the monitor, is added to the list of

agents in the MAS definition file (the .mas2j file). Then, communication

among agents must be rerouted so that before actually sending a message to

an agent, the same message is sent to the monitor (together with information

about who is the sender and who is the receiver) which type checks the

65
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message against the Global Type.

In describing the implementation, we assume that a fully implemented

MAS already exists: we describe all the steps required to introduce a type-

checking monitor in the system.

5.2 Files structure

In addition to all previously existing ones, three new files must be added to

include all the components required:

• session tools.asl, containing the plans which are used to replace

the default .send internal action.

• monitor.asl, containing the core of the monitor, that is the next

predicate, as well as other rules and plans such as those used to check

if a transition which is guarded by a constraint is enabled, looking at

the content of the DCS (rule enabled) or to update the DCS content

at runtime (plans produce tokens and consume tokens).

• type <protocol name >.asl, which contains rules and beliefs which

actually define the protocol (i.e. the Global Type, constraints and ini-

tial DCS content).

The plans to replace the communication primitive could also have been put

directly in the agent’s source files but this way the changes to the original

files are kept to a minimum (it takes just one line of code to include an

external source file with the include Jason directive). Plus, since this code

is the same for all agents, it helps maintaining it in case of future updates to

the implementation, as just one file must be edited instead of many more.

The source code for the monitor agent is kept in two different files in

order to separate the “core” code of the agent, which most probably will

remain unaltered for any scenario, from the definition of the protocol itself,

which instead will be different from case to case.
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5.3 Agents

This section covers in detail the implementation of the monitor agent and the

message rerouting mechanism introduced in the other agents to have their

outgoing messages “filtered” by the monitor. Note that the implementation

of the monitor agent as described in the next section does not include

support for constraints: the changes needed in order to support constraints

are described in detail in Section 5.4.

5.3.1 The monitor agent - initialization

First of all, the new monitor agent must be included in the MAS: this is

simply achieved adding its name in the MAS configuration file, as shown in

Listing 5.1.

MAS abpy2 {

infrastructure: Centralised

agents:

//### The monitor agent is included simply

//### adding the following line

monitor;

a;

b;

aslSourcePath: "src/asl/abpy2";

}

Listing 5.1: The MAS configuration file modified to include the monitor

agent in the system.
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The monitor’s code may be divided in two parts: the initialization, which

includes the protocol specification, and all the plans involved in the type

checking procedure, which are triggered at runtime when a message from

another agent is received. The initialization is discussed in this section, whilst

the description of the implementation of the type checking procedure will be

discussed in Section 5.3.3, since it should be much easier to understand once

it is clear how communication among agents is handled in this framework.

The protocol specification is given in file type <protocol>.asl with

the global type rule and the interpretation of predicates on sending ac-

tions; an example of the rule representing the ping pong protocol is given in

Listing 5.2.

//### Global Type specification

global_type(ping_pong , Glob) :-

Glob = seq(pi ,seq(po, Glob )).

Listing 5.2: The Global Type and all related functions representing the ping

pong protocol.

The first argument is simply a label assigned to the initial Global Type.

Terms of the form seq(p, GT) correspond to the translation of Global Type

p : τ , where p is a predicate on a sending action and GT is either the trans-

lation of τ or a variable which is bound to the translation of τ .

Interpretation of predicates

The interpretations of all predicates in P is given defining rules which deter-

mines the truth of applications of predicates to sending actions. Because of

a limit of the syntax of Jason we cannot use rules of the form P(S, R, P,

C), where P is a variable that should represent a predicate symbol and S, R,

P, C are the components of a sending actions: we have to use an alternative

syntax such as holds(msg(S, R, P, C), P), which expresses the fact that

P(S,R, P, C) holds.
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Rules can be as simple as facts, such as holds(msg(a, b, tell, ping),

pi), which claims that the predicate pi is true for sending action (a, b, tell, ping),

or they can be more complex imposing some constraints on the content of

the message or on the agents: rule

holds(msg(s, b, tell , item(N, P)), it) :-

string(N) & float(P).

from the brokering protocol example claims that predicate it holds for those

sending actions of the form (s, b, tell, item(N, P)), i.e. messages from agent

s to agent b of performative tell whose content is of the form item(N, P),

where N (which represents the name of the item that the sellers wants to sell)

is a string and P (which represents the price of the item) is a real number.

Global Type

A contractive Global Type expressed with the syntax shown in Table 3.2

can be directly translated in its representation as Prolog predicate with an

algorithm which translates every construct in its corresponding Prolog term,

keeping track of already translated Global Types in order to deal with re-

cursion. The following rules give a translation of a Global Type in its corre-

sponding Prolog predicate.

• transl(λ) = end

• transl(p : τ) = seq(p, τ)

• transl(τ1 + · · ·+ τn) = choice([τ1, . . . , τn])

• transl(τ1 | τ2) = fork(τ1, τ2)

• transl(τ1 · τ2) = append(τ1, τ2)

Complex Global Types may be expressed specifying separately simpler Global

Types and then composing them, as seen in the example of the Alternating
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Bit protocol shown in Figure 4.2; in this case the corresponding predicate is

the conjunction of the translation of all Global Types composing the main

one.

The initial goal

As stated in Section 3.2.2, a Global Type represents a state of the protocol;

the initial goal !test(global type(<type label >)) moves the agent to

the initial state, the one specified by predicate global type. At this point

the monitor agent is ready to check the conformity of incoming messages.

5.3.2 Changes to the agents’ source code

Through the inclusion of file session tools.asl, two new plans are added

to every agent’s plan library, plans my send and ok check. Their purpose

is to replace the original Jason’s built-in send internal action with a more

complex one (which is actually implemented with a plan rather than with a

new internal action) which first (plan my send) sends the monitor agent the

content of the message that he would like to send along with the receiver’s

agent identifier (AId) and only sends the actual message to the intended

receiver if he receives the permission from the monitor (plan ok check).

All occurrences of the send internal action in all agents’ source files should

therefore be replaced with a call to the plan my send, including the receiver’s

AId and the actual message content as first and third parameter respectively.

This is however the only change that has to be made to the agent’s source

code, apart from the inclusion of the two new plans.

Each occurence of the .send internal action should be replaced with a

!my send goal whose arguments must include the content and the recipient

of the original message. The corresponding my send plan which is triggered

“packs” these information in a new tuple, a wrapper, which is then sent to

the monitor. For example, an occurence of .send(b, tell, item(water,
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10)) should be replaced with !my send(b, tell, item(water, 10)).

The source code of the two plans included in file session tools.asl

is shown in Listing 5.3

+! my_send(Receiver , tell , Content) : true

<- .my_name(Sender );

.send(monitor , tell , msg(Sender , Receiver , tell , Content )).

+ok_check(msg(Sender , Receiver , tell , Content ))[ source(monitor )] : true

<- -ok_check(msg(Sender , Receiver , tell , Content ))[ source(monitor )];

.send(Receiver , tell , Content ).

Listing 5.3: The two plans which replace the standard communication prim-

itive.

Inside the my send plan the AId of the sender (retrieved via the my name

internal action) is added to the msg wrapper which is therefore sent to the

monitor.

The second plan ok check is triggered when a message of the form

ok check(msg(Sender, Receiver, tell, Content)) is received from the

monitor: when this happens it means that the original message was compli-

ant with the protocol and can therefore be sent to the actual recipient.

5.3.3 Type checking

The core of the monitor agent’s code is the implementation of the type

checking procedure, which consists of several plans: when a message from an

agent is received, it is type-checked against the Global Type which represents

the current state of the protocol; if it is compliant the monitor moves to a

new state (following the rules listed in Figure 3.1) and a message is sent back

to the agent to notify the positive outcome of the check, otherwise an error

message is displayed.

As soon as a message arrives, the plan type check message is triggered

and its context (the predicate type check) decides whether that message
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it is compliant with the protocol or not. The type check predicate, shown

in Listing 5.4 holds and unifies its second parameter (which is an output

argument) with the Global Type representing the next state only if there

is a transition from the current state to any new state yielding the sending

action being processed.

type_check(msg(S, R, P, C), NewState) :-

current_state(LastState) &

next(LastState , msg(S, R, P, C), NewState ).

Listing 5.4: The type check predicate.

The transition function is implemented by means of the next predicate,

whose meaning is the following: if next(GT1, SA, GT2) succeeds, then there is

a one step transition from the state represented by Global Type GT1 to the

state represented by Global Type GT2, yielding the sending action SA. The

predicate is intended to be used with the mode indicators next(+,+,-), that

is, the first two arguments are input, whereas the last is an output argument.

Listing 5.5 shows the shows the Prolog clauses defining the next predicate.

// SEQ

next(seq(K,T),msg(S, R, P, Content),T) :-

holds(msg(S, R, P, Content), K).

// CHOICE

next(choice ([T1|_]),msg(S, R, P, Content),T2) :-

next(T1 ,msg(S, R, P, Content),T2).

next(choice ([_|L]),msg(S, R, P, Content),T) :-

next(choice(L),msg(S, R, P, Content),T).

//FORK

next(fork(T1 ,T2),msg(S, R, P, Content),fork(T3 ,T2)) :-

next(T1 ,msg(S, R, P, Content),T3).

next(fork(T1 ,T2),msg(S, R, P, Content),fork(T1 ,T3)) :-

next(T2 ,msg(S, R, P, Content),T3).

// APPEND

next(append(T1 , T2),msg(S, R, P, Content),append(T3 , T2)) :-

next(T1 ,msg(S, R, P, Content),T3).

next(append(T1 , T2),msg(S, R, P, Content),T3) :-
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isempty(T1) & next(T2,msg(S, R, P, Content),T3).

Listing 5.5: The next predicates.

The first clause, for the seq constructor, reflects the fact that there is

only a transition from a state represented by a Global Type of the form

K : T , where K is a predicate on a sending action and T a Global Type, to a

state represented by T yielding a sending action (S,R, P, Content) such that

K(S,R, P, Content) holds.

The two clauses for the choice construct take into account the fact that

the choice operator is n-ary, i.e. it takes a variable number n of arguments,

which are represented by a Prolog list whose elements are the translation of

the n terms τ1 . . . τn. The first clause checks if there exists a transition from

the first Global Type in the list to some state yielding sending action (S, R,

P, Content), as stated in body of the clause. If it does not hold, the other

clause is used, which in turn holds if the first clause, this time instantiated

with a choice construct composed of options τ2 . . . τn as first argument, holds.

The process is repeated up to n times, until a possible transition is found or

all options in the list have been tried and none found suitable.

The other clauses for the fork and append constructs are a straightfor-

ward implementation of the definition in Figure 3.11.

State update and outcome notification

Once the term representing the new state is determined, the monitor updates

his correseponding belief current state accordingly (using the auxiliary

plan move to state) and sends back to the agent who sent the message in

the first place a message of the form ok check(msg(S, R, P, C)), where

(S, R, P, C) is the sending action that was processed, to notify the suc-

cessful outcome of the type checking procedure.

1The isempty clauses implement rules shown in Figure 3.2.
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5.4 Constraints implementation

Introducing constraints required a few modifications in monitor’s code so

that they could be integrated: this section provides a more in-depth view of

how constraints are specified and managed at runtime.

5.4.1 Constraint declaration and behavior

The constraint function V

Declaring constraints in a protocol means giving the explicit definition of the

function V that maps each predicate symbol p to the subset of predicate

symbols corresponding to the transitions that must occur before transition

p may take place (cf. Section 4.2).

For each element p in the domain of V and for each element ji ∈ V (p) a

tuple

c(p, ji)

is added to the monitor’s initial belief base. For instance, a constraint func-

tion V ′ = {p1 7→ {p2, p3, p4}} would be represented by the following code:

c(p1, p2)

c(p1, p3)

c(p1, p4)

Listing 5.6: An example of multiple constraints on a single transition p1.

These constraints model the fact that transition p1 can be processed only

after all three transitions p2, p3, p4 have occurred.

The DCS Γ

As described in section 4.2 a new structure must be introduced to keep track

of which sending actions have been processed so far, in order to be able
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to unlock certain constrained transitions. In other words, there must be a

structure that represents the context Γ.

The most natural way to represent a set in Prolog is through a list so

a belief whose functor is dcs and whose arity is 1 is therefore added to the

monitor’s initial knowledge base. Its only argument is a list which reflects

the content of the context Γ: for each element of the form (p, Cp) belonging

to Γ, where Cp ⊂ P and for every ki ∈ Cp the list will contain a belief of the

form t(p, ki). The functor t of those beliefs stands for token, as one could

think of those beliefs as tokens that must be consumed in order to enable a

constrained transition.

This list of beliefs is updated at runtime as messages are exchanged:

whenever a transition p takes place, all beliefs representing constraints2 are

scanned and for each one of the form c(ki, p) (i.e. where predicate symbol p

appears as second argument) a token t(ki, p) is removed from the content

of the DCS. Given the following list of constraints

c(p1, p2)

c(p1, p3)

c(p4, p2)

Listing 5.7: An example of several constraints declared in a protocol.

as transition p2 takes place, two tokens are removed from DCS, t(p1, p2)

and t(p4, p2), because of the first and third constraint.

Similarly, every time a constrained messages is processed, a number of

tokens are restored and added to the dcs, depending on the constraints. In

reference to the example in listing 5.7, suppose that transition p4 takes place

when the DCS contains only the token t(l1, l2) (meaning that transition p2

has occurred previously and thus unlocked p4): since constraining transitions

must take place once for every occurrence of constrained transition

(cf. Section 4.2), tokens for p4 must be restored in the DCS, adding a tuple

2From now on these will be referred to simply as “constraints”, as it should be clear
whether we are talking about their specification or their Prolog implementation.
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of the form t(p4, pi) for each pi ∈ V (p4), in this case only one the tuple

t(p4, p2).

The initial context is simply reflected by a (possibly empty) list of tokens

as argument of the dcs belief as part of the initial knowledge base of the

monitor agent.

5.4.2 Modified plans and rules

Both the context and the body of plan type check message must be mod-

ified for it to be able to manage constraints:

• In the context3 (lines 2 and 3 in Listing 5.8) the condition that any

constraint possibly blocking the processing of current sending action is

satisfied (predicates unlocked by and enabled, both shown in Listing

5.9) must be added. The clause type check determines whether there

is a a transition from current state to a new state yielding sending action

(S,R, P, C). The third argument K is unified, if the clause holds, with

the predicate symbol associated with the transition and is used in the

context to check whether constraints are satisfied or not.

The clauses unlocked by and enabled respectively retrieves the (pos-

sibly empty) list of predicate symbols which constrain the current one

K and checks if that sending action is allowed depending on the cur-

rent content of the context. The rule unlocked by simply unifies the

second (output) argument with the list corresponding to the set V (K)

using the built-in internal action .findall; rule enabled checks that

there are no tuples of the form t(K, ) (i.e. having K as first argument)

in the list contained in the dcs belief, which corresponds to checking

that Γ(K) = ∅.

3In this case the word context is referred to the part of a plan that determines whether
it is applicable or not.
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• In the body new goals must be added in order to update the content

of the DCS: first (line 4) the goal ?unlocks(K, US) (shown in Listing

5.9) unifies US with the list [p1, . . . , pm] of those predicate symbols such

that ∀i ∈ [1,m] . K ∈ V (pi); then goal !produce tokens(K, UB)

restores constraints on K, as explained previously in this section; finally

goal !consume tokens(K, US) removes from the dcs all tuples of the

form t(p i, K) so that transitions p1, . . . , pm no longer have to wait

for transition K to take place.

1 +! type_check_message(msg(S, R, P, C)) :

2 type_check(msg(S, R, P, C), NewState , K) &

3 unlocked_by(K, UB) & enabled(K) <-

4 ?unlocks(K, US);

5 !produce_tokens(K,UB); // Restores constraints on K

6 !consume_tokens(K,US); // Possibly consumes tokens from the dcs

7 ?current_state(Current );

8 !move_to_state(NewState ); // actually move to new state

9 .print("\nMessage␣", msg(S, R, P, C), "\nleads␣from␣state␣",

10 Current , "␣to␣state␣", NewState , "␣activating␣transition␣", K, "\n");

11 .send(S, tell , ok_check(msg(S, R, P, C))).

Listing 5.8: The type check message plan.

1 // Unifies UB with the list of events required to unlock state K

2 unlocked_by(K, UB) :- .findall(X,c(K,X), UB).

3 // Unifies US with the list of events unlocked by the activation

4 // of state K

5 unlocks(K, US) :- .findall(X, c(X,K), US).

6 // Holds if state K is enabled (depends on the dcs)

7 // Should reflect the fact that K is enabled iff G(K) = {}

8 enabled(K) :-

9 dcs(Tokens) &

10 not .member(t(K, _), Tokens ).

Listing 5.9: Rules determining the status of constrained transitions.
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The next predicate

As stated previously in this section, the next predicate must be modified,

since it has to implement the new transition function defined in Figure 4.4.

The main change is the addition of a fourth argument, which is to be intended

as an output parameter, that will be unified with the predicate symbol

corresponding to the transition which is about to take place. This argument

will be used to check if the transition is unlocked and can therefore take

place, as well as in the body of the type check message plan to retrieve

the list of constrained transitions which are unlocked by that sending action.

1 // SEQ

2 next(seq(K,T),msg(S, R, P, Content),T,K) :-

3 holds(msg(S, R, P, Content), K).

4 // CHOICE

5 next(choice ([T1|_]),msg(S, R, P, Content),T2 ,K) :-

6 next(T1 ,msg(S, R, P, Content),T2 ,K).

7 next(choice ([_|L]),msg(S, R, P, Content),T,K) :-

8 next(choice(L),msg(S, R, P, Content),T,K).

9 // FORK

10 next(fork(T1 ,T2),msg(S, R, P, Content),fork(T3 ,T2),K) :-

11 next(T1 ,msg(S, R, P, Content),T3 ,K).

12 next(fork(T1 ,T2),msg(S, R, P, Content),fork(T1 ,T3),K) :-

13 next(T2 ,msg(S, R, P, Content),T3 ,K).

14 // APPEND

15 next(append(T1 , T2),msg(S, R, P, Content),append(T3 , T2),K) :-

16 next(T1 ,msg(S, R, P, Content),T3 ,K).

17 next(append(T1 , T2),msg(S, R, P, Content),T3 ,K) :-

18 isempty(T1) & next(T2 ,msg(S, R, P, Content),T3 ,K).

Listing 5.10: The next predicate modified to work with constraints.
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5.5 Execution examples

We will give now a step by step description of the type checking procedure

for a single sending action in four different cases.

5.5.1 Unconstrained sending action, check successful

Recall the brokering protocol from Figure 3.1, described in Section 3.2.1:

suppose that at a certain point the current state is represented by the

Global Type τC = (τO + τF ), where τO = of : co : τC and τF = (fi :

λ | re : λ), which means that the broker either accepts the last counter

offer of the client thus notifying both him and the seller of the outcome

of the bargaining or proposes a new offer. At this point a message of the

form msg(b, s, tell, final(water, 13)) is received by the monitor: the

type check message plan is triggered and its context is grounded4:

• Variable Current is unified with the term representing the current state

τC .

• The derivation tree for the type check clause is shown in Figure 5.15.

• Finally, since in this example no constraints were involved, the variable

UB is unified with the empty list [] and enabled(fi) trivially holds.

All statements in the plan’s body are thus executed:

• Again, since this an example where no constraints were declared, the

goal ?unlocks(K, US), where K has been unified with fi, unifies US

with the empty list.

• Statements !consume tokens(K,UB) and !produce tokens(K,US) ac-

tually do nothing in this case because of the absence of constraints.

4A term is said to be grounded if it does not contain any free variables.
5For readability reason the compact syntax shown in Table 3.2 is used instead of the

actual Prolog terms.
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holds(final(water, 13), fi)

next(fi : λ, msg(b, s, tell, final(water, 13)), λ, fi)

next(τF = (fi : λ | re : λ), msg(b, s, tell, final(water, 13)), λ | re : λ, fi)
(1)

current state(τO + τF )

(1)

next(τF , msg(b, s, tell, final(water, 13)), λ | re : λ, fi)
next(τO + τF , msg(b, s, tell, final(water, 13)), λ | re : λ, fi)

type check(msg(b, s, tell, final(water, 13)), λ | re : λ,fi)

Figure 5.1: Derivation tree for type check.

• The goal !move to state(NewState) changes the current state to

the one retrieved by the next predicate, (λ | re : λ).

• The last statement .send(S, tell, ok check(msg(S, R, P, C)))

notifies the original sender of the message (in this case agent b) that

the message is compliant with the protocol, and can be sent to the

intended recipient (agent s).

5.5.2 Constrained sending action, check successful

This example will show what happens when a constrained message is pro-

cessed: consider the protocol represented by

• Global Type τ0, defined as follows:

τ0 = τl | τr
τl = m1 : a1 : λ

τr = m2 : a2 : λ
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• A constraint function V defined as follows:

V =

{
m1 7→ ∅, a1 7→ {m2},
m2 7→ {m1}, a2 7→ ∅

}

• Initial DCS Γ =

{
m1 7→ ∅, a1 7→ {m2},
m2 7→ {m1}, a2 7→ ∅

}
.

Let us imagine that the protocol is in its initial state, no messages have

been exchanged yet and the context Γ is still the initial one, the list of tokens

in the dcs belief is thus

[t(a1, m2), t(m2, m1)]

At this point transition m1, which is the only one allowed and enabled, takes

place: the plan type check message is triggered and variables K, UB and

US are unified respectively with m1, the empty list [] and a list containing

a single element m2, as m1 ∈ V (m2). The !produce tokens(K, UB) goal

does nothing as in the previous example, whilst the !consume tokens(K,

UB) goal removes token t(m2, m1) from the dcs. The monitor then moves

to a new state represented by Global Type τ ′0 = (a1 : λ | m2 : a2 : λ) and the

agent who sent the message is notified of the succesful outcome of the type

checking procedure for message the sending action that fired transition m1.

Then, transition m2 takes place: again the plan type check message

is triggered and variables K, UB and US are unified respectively with m2,

a list containing a single element [m1] (since V (m2) = {m1}) and a list

containing a single element a1 (since m2 ∈ V (a1)). This time both goals

!consume tokens(K, US) and !produce tokens(K, UB) update the con-

tent of the dcs: !produce tokens(K, UB) puts back in the dcs token t(m2,

m1), as if that transition appeared in a loop the constraint on it should be

restored for the next iteration, while !consume tokens(K, US) removes to-

ken t(a1, m2) so that transition a1 is unlocked. Again, the current state
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is updated to τ ′′0 = a1 : λ | a2 : λ and the agent who sent the message is

notified.

5.5.3 Unconstrained sending action, check failure

Now we will give an example of an execution where a message which is not

compliant with the protocol is exchanged and thus an error is notified. Recall

the brokering protocol example from Figure 3.1, suppose that at a certain

point the state is represented by Global Type co : τC , meaning that the

broker has sent an offer to the client and should wait for a counter-offer from

him. Suppose that for some reason the broker does not wait for the counter-

offer and immediately sends the message containing the final price (10) to

the seller, represented by a sending action (b, s, tell, final(10)). The only

transition available would require co(b, s, tell, final(10)) to hold in order

to take place, but this does not happen as clearly the message exchanged

does not represent a counter-offer (the interpretation of predicates was given

informally).

This is reflected by the behavior of the system at runtime: the cur-

rent state is represented by term seq(co, TC), and the context of the trig-

gered plan type check message requires type check(msg(b, s, tell,

final(10)), NewState, K) to hold, which in the end requires holds(msg(b,

s, tell, final(10)), co) to hold (we may only apply the first rule for the

next predicate since the current state is of the form seq(p, T)), but it does

not so an error message is dispayed:

[monitor]

*** DYNAMIC TYPE -CHECKING ERROR ***

Message msg(b,s,tell ,final (8)) received within protocol test

cannot be accepted in the current state

seq(co ,... seq(of ,seq(co ,_113 ))/ _113)
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5.5.4 Constrained sending action, check failure

In the last example we will show what happens when a message that would

fire a constrained transition is exchanged while the transition is still locked.

Recall the Alternating Bit Protocol example from Section 4.3.1, suppose the

protocol is in its initial state: in this state, two transitions are expected, m1

and m2 but only one of them is actually unclocked (the initial dcs contains

token t(m2, m1) which prevents transition m2 from being enabled). At this

point, if a sending action s such that m2(s) holds occurs (represented by

tuple msg(a, b, tell, msg2)), the system notifies a violation not because

there is no rule applicable for the next predicate (see the derivation tree in

Figure 5.3), but because Γ(m2) ̸= ∅.

τABP = τL | τR
τL = m1 : a1 : τL

τR = m2 : a2 : τR

V = {m1 7→ {m2},m2 7→ {m1}, a1 7→ ∅, a2 7→ ∅}
Γ = {m1 7→ ∅,m2 7→ {m1}, a1 7→ ∅, a2 7→ ∅}

Figure 5.2: The Global Type, constraints and initial DCS Γ for the Alter-
nating Bit Protocol.

holds(a, b, tell, msg2), m2)

next(seq(m2, seq(a2, TR)), msg(a, b, tell, msg2), fork(TL, seq(a2, TR)), m2)

next(fork(TL, TR), msg(a, b, tell, msg2), fork(TL, seq(a2, TR)), m2)

Figure 5.3: Derivation tree for the next predicate.

The following error message is displayed, showing the value of function V for

the locked transition and the content of the DCS for debugging purposes:
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[monitor]

*** DYNAMIC TYPE -CHECKING ERROR ***

[monitor] Unable to move , transition is locked.

[monitor] V(m2) = [m1]

[monitor] Dynamic constraint store: [t(m2 ,m1)]



Chapter 6

Examples

In this chapter we describe a few examples of protocols represented using

our formalism for Global Types1. They are divided in two sections, the

first one consisting of simpler protocols which can be represented without

using constraints2, the second one on the other hand consisting of more

complex protocols, which require more advanced composition and the use of

constraints.

6.1 Basic protocols

6.1.1 Three-way handshake

The very first protocol describes the message exchange which takes place

during the establishment of a connection between a client and a server

in a three-way handshake. It simply consists of three messages: first the

client sends a syn message to the server, together with a random number

A, the server then replies sending back a syn-ack message and including two

1Instead of the entire global type clause, only subtypes are indicated, one for each
row. The “main” type (usually T) is indicated between parenthesis in the comments above
the list of subtypes.

2Therefore the declaration of constraints and of the initial DCS content will be omitted.

85
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numbers, A + 1 and B, a new random number, and finally the client sends

the server a ack message including numbers A+ 1 and B + 1.

The corresponding Global Type consists of a simple sequence of three

sending actions followed by end:

// Interpretation of predicates

holds(msg(c, s, tell , syn(A)), s) :- int(A).

holds(msg(s, c, tell , synack(A1 , B)), sa) :-

int(A1) & int(B).

holds(msg(c, s, tell , ack(A1, B1)), a) :-

int(A1) & int(B1).

// Global Type (T)

T = seq(s,seq(sa , seq(a, end ))).

Listing 6.1: Global Type describing the three-way handshake.

6.1.2 Ping pong

The ping pong is another example of a very simple protocol in which recur-

sion is used: two agents a and b continuously exchange two messages. The

interaction goes on forever.

// Interpretation of predicates

holds(msg(a, b, tell , ping), pi).

holds(msg(b, a, tell , pong), po).

// Global Type (T)

T = seq(pi, seq(po, T))

Listing 6.2: Global Type describing the ping pong protocol.
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6.1.3 Trading example

This protocol is the one already described above and is a little more complex

since it uses almost every constructor (except concatenation). See Section

1.2 for a detailed description of the protocol.

// Interpretation of predicates

holds(msg(s, b, tell , item(N, P)), it) :-

string(N) & float(P).

holds(msg(b, c, tell , offer(N, P))) :-

string(N) & float(P).

holds(msg(c, b, tell , counter(N, P)), co) :-

string(N) & float(P).

holds(msg(b, s, tell , final(P)), fi) :-

float(P).

holds(msg(b, c, tell , result(P)), re) :-

float(P).

// Global Type (T)

T = seq(it, OffOrFork)

OffOrFork = choice ([Off , Fork])

Off = seq(of, seq(co, OffOrFork ))

Fork = fork([Fin , Res])

Fin = seq(fi, end)

Res = seq(re, end)

Listing 6.3: Global Type describing the trading protocol.

6.1.4 The anbn protocol

Here is an example of a protocol which requires the append construct:

// Interpretation of predicates
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holds(msg(z, w, tell , a), a).

holds(msg(z, w, tell , b), b).

// Global Type (T)

T = seq(a, C)

B = seq(b, end)

C = choice ([B, append(T, B)])

Listing 6.4: Global Type describing the anbn protocol.

This protocol requires that agent z sends an arbitrary number n of messages

of type ‘a’ to agent w followed by the same number of messages of type

‘b’. Thinking of messages as terminals, and of messages sequences as words,

all messages sequences compliant to this protocol correspond to a word be-

longing to the context-free language generated by the following context-free

grammar:

S → ϵ
S → aSb

Table 6.1: Grammar generating the context-free language corresponding to
the anbn protocol, where ϵ represents the empty string.

6.2 More complex protocols

6.2.1 Alternating bit protocol

This protocol has already been described in section 4.3.1, here is the corre-

sponding Global Type together with the declaration of constraints:

// Interpretation of predicates

holds(msg(a, b, tell , msg1), m1).

holds(msg(a, b, tell , msg2), m2).
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holds(msg(b, a, tell , ack1), a1).

holds(msg(b, a, tell , ack2), a2).

// Global Type (T)

T = fork([M1, M2])

M1 = seq(m1, seq(a1, M1))

M2 = seq(m2, seq(a2, M2))

// Constraints

c(m1,m2).

c(m2,m1).

// Initial DCS

dcs([t(m2,m1)]).

Listing 6.5: Global Type and constraints describing the alternating bit pro-

tocol.

6.2.2 Alternating bit protocol - 3 messages

Now we will show how a small variation to the protocol just described requires

a small adjustment to the Global Type, while it would require much more

work if the protocol was declared in a state machine fashion like the one

shown in Figure 4.2.

// Interpretation of predicates

holds(msg(a, b, tell , msg1), m1).

holds(msg(a, b, tell , msg2), m2).

holds(msg(a, b, tell , msg3), m3).

holds(msg(b, a, tell , ack1), a1).

holds(msg(b, a, tell , ack2), a2).

holds(msg(b, a, tell , ack3), a3).
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// Global Type (T)

T = fork([M1 , M2 , M3])

M1 = seq(m1 , seq(a1 , M1))

M2 = seq(m2 , seq(a2 , M2))

M3 = seq(m3 , seq(a3 , M3))

// Constraints

c(m1, m3).

c(m2, m1).

c(m3, m2).

// Initial event pool

dcs([t(m2,m1), t(m3, m2)]).

Listing 6.6: Global Type and constraints describing the 3-messages variant

of the alternating bit protocol.

It is easy to see that in this particular case the number of lines required

to represent the protocol is linear in the number of types of messages. The

following listing shows instead how this protocol should be represented if no

constraints could be used:

// Global Type (S0)

S0 = seq(m1, S1)

S1 = choice ([seq(m2, S2), seq(a1 , seq(m2 , S7))])

S2 = choice ([seq(a1, S7), seq(a2 , S5), seq(m3 , S3)])

S3 = choice ([seq(a1, S10), seq(a2 , S11), seq(a3 , S6)])

S5 = choice ([seq(a1, S8), seq(m3 , S11 )])

S6 = choice ([seq(a1, S15), seq(a2 , S16)])

S7 = choice ([seq(m3, S10), seq(a2 , S8)])

S8 = seq(m3, S9)

S9 = seq(a3, S0)
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S10 = choice ([seq(a3, S15), seq(a2, S9)])

S11 = choice ([seq(a1, S9), seq(a3, S16)])

S15 = seq(a2, S0)

S16 = seq(a1, S0)

Listing 6.7: Global Type describing the 3-messages variant of the alternating

bit protocol without the use of constraints.

It should be clear that this is not a viable option for such protocols, as the

number of states required to model them grows exponentially because of the

interleaving.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Throughout this document we have given a formal definition of Constrained

Global Types and shown how they can be used to efficiently represent com-

plex communication protocols. We have described in details an implementa-

tion of a monitor agent that once added to an existing Multi Agent System

(and provided a few modifications are made to those agents already exist-

ing in the system) checks that every message exchanged is compliant with

the specified protocol. Finally, we have seen how a Global Type is easily

translated into a Prolog (possibly infinite) term and given a possible imple-

mentation of constraints, as well as all the plans and rules needed.

Multi Agent System have proven to be a viable solution for real case stud-

ies, such as the one described in [5, 4] (even if in that case the Multi Agent

Platform chosen was Jade): in those papers a MAS is proposed as a solution

to a resource allocation problem, where agents represent both resources and

the entities requesting them, and the problem is reduced to negotiation be-

tween agents. The scenario is dynamic as resources may become unavailable

and there might be delays which cause resources to be allocated later with

respect to the original plan and thus interfere with other agents’ plans.

It should be clear how compliance to a protocol is vital in cases such as

this one, where communication itself is the core of the process.

93
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7.1 Future works

In this section we describe which directions we want to explore in order to

further extend our framework and possibly the formalism itself. Part of these

works involve mainly an improvement of the implementation, such as making

the type checking procedure fully transparent to the agents, while others

deal with significant changes to the formalism itself, such as the proposed

extension to constraint syntax.

7.1.1 Full integration with the Jason platform

As described in Section 5.3.2 only minimal changes are required in the orig-

inal agents’ source so that the monitor agent is able to check every message

(the .send primitive must be replaced with the addition of a goal which

reroutes the message to the monitor); this however could represent a serious

issue when dealing with multi agent systems composed by a great number of

agents: supposing the monitor is used exclusively in a test or development

environment, all the source files should be modified again restoring the origi-

nal calls to the .send primitive once the application is deployed in the actual

production environment.

A simple solution would be to replace the .send primitive itself in the

modified platform so that no changes at all are required in the agents’

source code. This can be achieved simply replacing the corresponding Java

class that implements that sending action (sending actions in Jason can be

easily modified/added just by modifying/adding a Java class). The new

version of the .send primitive would take care of forwarding the message to

the monitor agent (wrapping it in a new tuple msg(...), as shown in Listing

5.3) and waiting for its response before actually sending it to the intended

recipient.

One might be tempted to include the functionalities provided by the mon-

itor agent as part of the platform core, thus actually removing the agent from
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the system, in order to have the exact same system (in terms of agents) that

one would have in a real production scenario. This could however increase

significantly the amount of work required as it would mean to heavily modify

the built-in communication layer of Jason and probably the outcome would

be something that “mimics” the current monitor agent without any real ad-

vantage. Also, the representation of Global Type as Prolog terms is pretty

straightforward and there is no real need to find a different way to represent

them (e.g. as new Java classes).

7.1.2 Limits of the implementation

We would like now to highlight some of the limits of the implementation and

see how some depend on implementation choices while others are inevitably

linked to the context this framework operates in.

More complex constraints

The current syntax allows only one kind of constraint, the one that locks a

certain transition until all of the sending actions required in its specification

have taken place. One cannot, for example, require that a transition is locked

until any of the sending actions required in its specification has taken place.

This could be useful for example in a case where we have Global Types τl

and τr composed with a fork operator (see Figure 7.1), one of them (τl) has a

choice construct at a certain point and we want a certain transition (the one

represented by the w label) in the other type (τr) to be unlocked only after

that choice type has transitioned to the empty type λ. Such a constraint

should therefore unlock transition w when either sending action c or e takes

place. The best we could do in such a case would be to require transition w

to take place after transition f, but clearly this would be a different behavior

than the wanted one. One solution could be to increase the expressiveness

of constraints syntax by letting users to specify constraints as disjunctions
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τ0 = τl | τr
τl = a : (τc · τf )
τr = z : w : y : λ

τc = (b : c : λ+ d : e : λ)

τf = f : λ

Figure 7.1: A simple Global Type

of sets of labels, rather than just a single set of labels as it is now. The

meaning of a constraint of the form (m1, {a1} ∨ {m2,m3} ∨ {b1}) would be

“transition m1 is enabled when either sending action a1 takes place, both

sending actions m2 and m3 take place or sending action b1 takes place”. The

constraint required for the previous example would be (w, {c} ∨ {e}).

Protocol end

There is an issue which depends exclusively on the fact that the monitor

agent operates in real time: we can only observe messages as they are ex-

changed, i.e. one at a time, not the whole sequence. This means that the

monitor agent has no way to tell if a protocol has actually ended (agents

will no longer exchange any message), since there is no way to differentiate

between a (possibly very long) pause between messages and the absence of

communication from a certain moment on. The current implementation of

the monitor agent keeps waiting for messages even when he reaches a fi-

nal state, i.e. a state represented by Global Type λ (or equivalent): in this

state he notifies an error in case any message is exchanged, since nothing

is expected at that point. We could decide to stop the monitor once it has

reached a final state, as we might not be interested in what happens after the

protocol has finished, but this is not an optimal solution: take for example

a protocol whose state at a certain point in time is represented by Global
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Type λ+m : λ; the monitor cannot be stopped since a sending action labeled

m might take place, but it is also possible that the other choice has been

taken (the one represented by Global Type λ) and that no further message

is expected. In the latter case the monitor would be forced to stay active

forever.

For debugging purposes, the monitor has an internal timer which notifies

that no messages have been exchanged in the last period when it expires;

the timer is reset every time the monitor receives a message and after every

notification.

7.1.3 Dealing with nondeterminism

A great limitation of the formalism presented in this work is the lack of sup-

port for nondeterministic Global Types: although we showed that in many

cases a nondeterministic Global Type can be translated into a determinis-

tic one, the optimal solution would be to specify the nondeterministic one

directly, without requiring the final user to translate it manually.

When facing a nondeterministic choice, having the system to choose a

path and commit to it without being able to backtrack is clearly not an

option, as it could cause an unwanted behavior (a sequence of messages could

lead the system to an error state whereas if another option were chosen the

same sequence would lead to a valid final state). A possible solution might

be to keep a list of terms representing different possible states, one for each

nondeterministic path (each time a nondeterministic choice is faced, all states

the system could transition to are stored in the list), and have all of them

perform a transition each time a sending action occurs, eliminating from the

list those which end up in an error state. A sequence of messages is not

compliant with the protocol if at a given time the list results empty.

The size of such list should not grow indefinitely, as eventually a message
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will cause an element of the list to be deleted1.

7.1.4 Projecting Global Types

A major task that could be addressed in the future is the projection of Global

Types to local session types, similarly to what Honda, Yoshida and Carbone

describe in [10]. This would eliminate the requirement of an extra monitor

agent, as each agent already present in the original MAS would participate

in the checking procedure, which would be distributed instead of being

performed by a single agent.

However in this case it would not be possible to project every Global

Type expressed with our formalism, as some extra properties must hold for a

Global Type to be projectable, as discussed in detail by Deniélou and Yoshida

in [9] (cf. Section 2.3.2).

1This approach should be viable in those cases where only very short sequences are
common to the various possible alternatives. If this property does not hold, the proposal
could not be put into practice.
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